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Tips and recommendations for
talks and presentations

(follows lecture 13)



 Commitment

- start preparing your talk well in advance, time 
helps to rearrange thoughts, ideas, or find out 
better ways to explain concepts

- make backups of your presentation slides. Prepare 
different file formats (e.g. pdf, powerpoint, etc.)

- make sure you can deal with problems (e.g. do not 
chose to arrive with the last train, have a usb key 
ready if your computer does not work, etc.) 

- go to your talk in your best psychophysical 
condition (well rested, calm, etc.)

Be sure you are well prepared



Preparing the talk
Your slides ARE NOT your talk

- Slides are a visual aid only, the speaker should 
carry the talk, not the slides

- Yet one can use slides as “concept”cards in 
planning aspects to mention and their order

- Have the structure and flow of the talk in your mind

- When considering describing details, always 
remember the role they play for the general 
understanding



Preparing the slides

- Inexpert speakers tend to overload the talk and slides 
with information

- Keep in mind that if a slide crowded with text shows 
up, people do not know whether to read, to listen, or 
where to look at

- The point is not showing that one knows many things, 
but to convey an idea or a message in the simplest 
possible way

- Note : the slides for this lecture are prepared for 
reference to the students as well. They might contain 
more text than what is advisable for a presentation



Preparing the slides - II

Better to use large fonts, 28pt for example

A title can be even bigger, 44
What do you think of size 14?

Imagine you have many things to say. You start 
writing and soon you realise you don’t have 
enough space. So you decrease the font size 
and insert many more sentences. Now it looks 
like you have many things to say and hopefully 
you will impress the audience. Or maybe not...

Leave spaces! 
Between your 
sentences, images, 
etc. A crammed page 
might not be very 
attractive, look at this 
graph on the right

What is this value



Preparing the slides - Graphs
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- Graphs are great to show results but though they are 
immediate to read for the speaker, that is not always 
so for the audience

- The meaning of each dimension needs to be 
carefully specified, written visibly and explained

-  Often the values on the axes are difficult to read 
- If the are colours, they need to be explained



“Many people, even mathematically trained scientists, 
tune out when math is introduced into a talk” [1]

Often an equation can be explained with words and one 
can refer to a paper for exact details

Preparing the slides - Math

In words:
Some neurons are slower - other faster - in changing 
their activation values. The speed in change depends 
on the time-constant τ (the bigger, the slower) [5]

Example : equation of Continuous Time Neural Network

Figure 11: Box plot 2

solution.
To assess the relevance of these results, we ran evolution on the same

problems removing the novel modulatory neurons and applying the following
settings:

A) Discrete time networks without plasticity

B) Discrete time networks with plasticity

C) Continuous time networks without plasticity (CTRNN)
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D) Continuous time networks with plasticity

Case A) is equivalent to remove modulatory neurons are leave the net-
work evolve with standard neurons only. Case B) is equivalent to set the
modulatory activity of all neurons to 1. Therefore equation 6 becomes e!ec-
tively equation 7 and regulates the update of all connections. Cases C) and
D) are like A) and B) but used Continuous Time Recurrent Neural Networks
(CTRNNs) instead of discrete time. The time-constants of the neurons were
evolved alongside the networks.

Settings A), B), C) and D) were compared with our approach with mod-
ulation M). Figure 11 shows 5 box plots corresponding to the 4 problems
and compares the networks A,B,C,D and M.

The plots show clearly how networks with neuromodulation achieve re-
markably superior performance.

6.0.1 Exploring and Exploiting Behavior

Detailed behavioral analysis, explanation of figure 12

16



Graphics & colours

Some graphical templates can look attractive
Graphics though should be used to help focusing 
on the idea, not showing off graphic skills
Animations should be used ONLY when they help 
understanding



What can the audience retain?

You have been pouring over your research topic for 
months or years. The audience hears it for the first 
time and all in 10-20 minutes 

- Tests show that most of people after a talk do not 
remember even basic points 

- Background and method should be explained as 
simple as possible

- Few main and strong messages should be given

Often talks are meant to advertise your work, make it 
look attractive and interesting, not to explain it in detail



What can the audience retain? - II

Most inexpert speakers think the more time they 
have the better they can explain but :

- people can focus and concentrate for a limited time 
(15-18 minutes)

- long talks require skills to 
• keep people focused 
• arrange the flow of thoughts in the way the audience 
does not miss the main points
• manage effectively the time



Mark Twain received this telegram from a publisher:
NEED 2-PAGE SHORT STORY TWO DAYS.
Twain replied:
NO CAN DO 2 PAGES TWO DAYS. CAN DO 30 PAGES 2 
DAYS. NEED 30 DAYS TO DO 2 PAGES. [3]

Brevity

Brevity is much appreciated, it helps to remember but it 
might be difficult to achieve

Giving talks is not about talking to fill the allotted time
Concepts should be expressed with few, incisive words



How to beat fear
“The fear of public speaking is called glossophobia (or, 
informally, "stage fright"). It is believed to be the single most 
common phobia — affecting as much as 75% of the 
population.” [2]

- A well prepared talk will run smoothly and will be 
over before you know

- Fear and panic boost when one gets stuck

- One gets stuck more likely when in panic

➡ Be well prepared and practise over and over to 
avoid the vicious circle. Having in mind the next 
passage of the talk often gets you out of trouble!



Talking to the public

- Do not panic, but know in advance how you will 
start. Check you are not starting with to many 
“ehmm”, “aahh”... 

• The 8-seconds fast start : people decide in a very short 
time whether the speaker is worthy listening to or not

• The speaker controls the situation. If you are the 
speaker, then take control of the situation
• Make pauses
- to think
- to understand where you are in the room
- to look at the audience
- to breath



Talking to the public - II

- Articulate the words properly (being nervous could 
make you speak faster)

- Survey the audience. Make eye contact. Do not look 
always at the same person. Look also at people in the 
back and at the corners of the room. Do not create a 
glass wall between you and the audience

- Posture: keep your head up, do not speak when turned 
(if you do, people will not hear), do not move away 
from the microphone



Preparing and presenting a poster



• Usually A0 or A1
• A1 (841 x 594 mm) is equivalent to 4 A3 
• A0 (1189 x 841 mm) 1 sqm is twice an A1

Posters

• A poster is not similar at all in the format and 
appearance to a paper

• A graphically enhanced, immediate and densely 
summarised version of your work, printed on one large 
sheet and to be presented at conferences, meetings or 
others events



picture from [4]



Poster preparation

Difficult trade-off between technical and appealing 
appearance  

• Maximise brevity 
• Maximise fonts
• Use graphics to guide the observer eyes, use colours, 
shapes and lines when they help to direct the attention
• Use bullet points, short expressions (people very 
seldom read long paragraphs in posters)
• Highlight topic and results for best understanding of 
the general idea

General guidelines



Poster presentations

• Stay next to your poster, leaving the poster shows
little commitment and interest 
• When asked, explain points of your poster very 
concisely without engaging in a long speech
• Sometimes people tend to monopolise your poster 
asking many questions 
- time for poster presentation is limited
- other people interested in your work might skip your 
poster if you are too busy talking to someone already
- look around for potential public, be open, friendly 
and sociable : poster presentations are excellent way 
to meet colleagues and researchers in your field

General guidelines
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